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TECHNICAL  NOTE 
A NOTE ON SEMANTICS  OF LOGIC PROGRAMS 
WITH EQUAL ITY  BASED ON COMPLETE SETS 
OF E -UNIF IERS 
ANATOLI  DEGTYAREV AND ANDREI  VORONKOV 
We discuss semantics of equational Horn-clause programs based on the 
notion of a complete set of E-unifiers. We prove incompleteness of SLDE t- 
resolution in the general case. SLDELresolution was introduced by Gallier 
and Raatz who proved its completeness for the case of well-behaved pro- 
grams. We also define and compare several fixpoint semantics based on 
complete sets of E-unifiers. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The notions of an E-unifier and a complete set of E-unifiers were introduced in 
the area of automated theorem proving with equality [18]. They generalize the 
notions of a unifier and a most general unifier, respectively, for the case of built-in 
equational theories. In logic programming, E-unifiers were introduced in [13]. The 
complete sets of unifiers in logic programming have been considered in [6, 7, 9, 
11, 19, 20]. All of these papers except [6, 7] considered restricted classes of logic 
programs with equality. 
Despite different formulations, these restricted programs can be characterized 
as pairs (P, E), where E is an equational theory (a set of equations) and %) is a 
logic program where equality can only occur in the bodies of the clauses. Definite 
programs of this kind were called well-behaved programs in [7]. 
E-unifiers and equational Horn-clause programs without any restrictions were 
considered in [7]. The model-theoretic semantics of such clauses have been well 
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known for a long time [2, 16]. However, there is no uniform generally accepted 
procedural interpretation. Gallier and Raatz [7] defined two procedural interpreta- 
tions for equational Horn-clause programs: SLDE-resolution and SLDEt-resolution. 
SLDE-resolution is similar to unrestricted SLD-resolution [15], but with E-unifiers 
instead of unifiers. SLDEt-resolution is similar to SLD-resolution, but with com- 
plete sets of E-unifiers instead of most general unifiers. 
In [7], it was proven that SLDE-resolution iscomplete. The completeness of SLDE t- 
resolution was established only for well-behaved programs. The completeness of
SLDEf-resolution in general was left as an open problem. 
In this article, we prove that SLDEt-resolution is incomplete. We also consider 
some properties of the complete sets of E-unifiers related to the fixpoint seman- 
tics of logic programs. We discuss several possible ways of defining the immediate 
consequence operator based on the complete sets of E-unifiers. We show that for 
some natural definition, the immediate consequence operator is not monotone and 
the least Herbrand model of the program is not a fixpoint of the operator. We also 
define several immediate consequence operators having all desirable properties. Re- 
sults of Section 4 shed light on the general reasons for incompleteness of various 
operational semantics based on E-unifiers. 
2. PREL IMINARIES  
We assume the knowledge of the standard notions of substitutions and unification, 
including variants and instances. Substitutions are denoted by {t l /x l , . . . ,  tn/xn}. 
The empty substitution is denoted by s. All function symbols belong to a fixed 
signature E. Constants are considered as function symbols of arity 0. We assume 
that all terms use variables of a fixed countable set y. Variables are denoted by 
x, y, z, v, may be with indices. The set of all terms of the signature E is denoted 
by T~. An equation is any expression of the form s = t, where s, t E T~.. We 
denote by s ~ t that the terms s and t are identical. Notation ~ means "equal 
by definition." The symbol t- is used for the derivability in first-order logic with 
equality. By derivability of a formula ~ from a set of formulas O, we understand 
the derivability of the universal closure V~ from the universal closures of formulas 
in O. For example, we have x = f (x) ~- y = f( f (y)) .  
The set of all variables occurring in a term t is denoted by var(t). The domain 
and the variable range of a substitution 0 are sets of variables defined by 
dora(O) Ix I xO x} 
vran(O) ~ {x I there is y e dom(O) such that x • var(yO)}, 
respectively. Let t be a term with exactly one occurrence of a variable x. We write 
t[x] to denote this occurrence of x. Then t[s] denotes the term t{s/x}. 
Let  s , t ,  r l , r2  be terms and 0 be a substitution. Then we write rl  ¢~[s=t,0] r2, i• 
1. dora(O) C var(s) U var(t); 
2. there is a term r such that r] ~ r[sO] and r2 ~ r[tO], or r2 ~ r[sO] and 
rl ~ r[tO]. 
Informally, rl ¢=>[s=t,o] r2 means that sO occurs as a subterm in rl ,  and r 2 is obtained 
by replacing this occurrence by tO, or vice versa. 
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The following result by Birkhoff (see, e.g., [3]) is used in the definition of SLDE t- 
resolution in Section 3: 
Lemma 2.1. Suppose E F- s = t. There are equations 1 : t l , . . . ,  Sn -~ tn in E and 
substitutions 01, •. •, O~ such that 
S ~::~[81=t1,~1] " ' "  ~::~[3,~=tTj.,On] t .  
The following definition is a simplified version of a definition of [7] for the case 
when all atoms are equations. 
Definition 2.1. An equational Horn-clause program is any set of Horn clauses of the 
form sl = t lA . .  "ASh = tn  D s = t ,  denoted s = t : -  Sl = t l , . . .  ,s,~ = tn, where 
s, t, si, ti are terms. A goal is any formula of the form ~(sl  = tl A -. - A s~ = tn), 
denoted : -  sl = t l , . . .  ,sn = tn. The empty goal is denoted by [::]. 
Unlike the functional ogic programming approach (see the survey [10]), we do 
not put any restrictions on the clauses. 
For any set of clauses 1), we denote 
CL(1)) ~- {s = t I 1) k- s = t}. 
It means that the quasivariety satisfying l) and the variety satisfying CL(1)) have 
the same freely generated systems [17]. 
Following [7], we introduce some relations on the set of substitutions: 
Definition 2.2. Let E be a set of equations, A' be a set of variables, a and 0 be 
substitutions. Then ~ and 0 are equal modulo E over X, denoted by ~ =E 0Ix], 
iff for every variable x E X, we have E F- xa  = xO. We say that a is more 
general than O over X, denoted ~ <_E 0[A'], iff there is a substitution ~/such that  
The notions of an E-unifier and a complete set of E-unifiers [7, 18] are the main 
notions studied in this paper: 
Definition 2.3. Let E be a set of equations, s, t be terms, and X be a finite set of 
variables such that  var(s) U var(t) __ X. A substitution 0 is called an E-uni f ier  
of terms s and t iff E ~- sO = t0. A set O of substitutions is a complete set of 
E-unif iers for s and t away from X iff 
1. for every 0 E O we have dom(O) C var(s) U vat(t)  and vran(O) M X = O; 
2. every 0 E O is an E-unifier of s and t; 
3. for every E-unifier a of s and t, there exist 0 E O such that 0 ~E if[X]. 
3. SLDEY-RESOLUTION 
Let P be an equational Horn-clause program. Then Ep denotes the set of all 
equations occurring in the heads of clauses of P. Following [7], for any finite set of 
equations E, we denote by 14.MZY:E a procedure that, given terms s, t and a set of 
variables Xsuch that  vat(s)  U var(t) C_ X, generates a complete set IAMZJCE(s, t, X)  
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of E-unifiers for s and t away from X. We refer the reader to [7, 8] for the discussion 
of such procedures. 
We assume that for any finite set of equations E, one such procedure 14AfZ~E is 
fixed. The following definition of SLDEt-resolution depends on such a procedure 
/£hfZJCE~. This definition is a specialization of the definition of [7] for the case when 
all atoms are equations. 
Definition 3.1. Let G, G' be goals. Then G' is a successor of G w.r.t. P iff 
1. the goal G has the form :- A1 , . . . ,Ak - l , s  = t, Ak+l , . . . ,An ;  
2. there is a finite sequence 
l )  = (S l  = t l  : -  F1 , . . . ,  Sm= tm :-  Fro) 
of variants of clauses in P (having pairwise disjoint sets of variables and vari- 
ables disjoint from the set of variables in G), a finite sequence 01,...,Ore 
of substitutions, and a substitution a E I£~:r:Fw~(s,t, X), where X are all 
variables of I) and G such that 
sa e*[sl=tl,01] "'" **[s,~=t,~,o,,l ta
and G' is 
: -  A lc r ,  • • • ,  Ak-lO', I ' 101 ,  • • • ,  FmOrn , Ak+lCr ,  • . . ,  Anti. 
Definition 3.2. An SLDE*-derivation for a goal G and a program P is any sequence 
of goals G1, . . . ,Gn  such that G = G1 and every Gi+l for i E {1 , . . . ,n -  1} is a 
successor of Gi w.r.t. 7 ). An SLDE *-refutation for G and P is any such derivation 
with Gn = [~. 
In [7], SLDE~-resolution has been proven complete for the so-called well-behaved 
programs. It has been an open problem whether SLDEt-resolution is complete for 
arbitrary equational Horn-clause programs. Here we prove that SLDEt-resolution 
is incomplete. We announced this result in [4]. The construction given below is 
more simple than the one used in [4]. 
Theorem 3.1. SLDEt-resolution is incomplete. 
PROOF. We shall use a binary function symbol - written in the infix notation s • t. 
For any term t, by t n we (ambiguously) denote any term of the form 
t - . . . - t  
n occur rences  of  t 
where parentheses can be put in an arbitrary order. For example, a 3 may denote 
both a-  (a. a) and (a. a) • a. From the context, it will always be clear whether we 
use t n to denote arbitrary terms of this form or a particular term of this form. 
Consider the following program P, consisting of a single clause 
v .v=v : -v= f (a .a )  
and the goal G = : -  f (x .x )  = f (x .x ) . f (y ) .  Then E~, = {v-v  = v}. It is 
obvious that the terms f (x  • x) and f (x  • x) • f(y)  are not unifiable. They are, 
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however, Ep-unifiable. Applying the E-unification algorithm from [12], we obtain 
a complete set of E~-unifiers for these terms away from {x, y} consisting of one 
element a = {z/x, z/y}. Thus, any successor G' of G has the form 
: -  Vl01 = f (a .  a),...,vnOn = f (a .  a), 
such that 
80 ~:~[Vl.Vl:T)I,O1] "'" ~:~[Vn.i)n=l)n,On ] 8?2 
where so ..~ f ( z .  z) and Sr~ .~ f ( z .  Z). f(z). We prove that  there are i , j  E 
{1, . . . ,n}  such that Oi = {z/vi} and 0j = {/(zk)/vj}, for some k > 1 and some 
term z k. Define j to be the least number such that sj contains two occurrences of 
the symbol f .  Such j obviously exists since so contains one occurrence of f and sn 
contains two occurrences of f .  Then, evidently, vjOj ~ f ( z  k) for some k. Define 
i to be the least number such that si contains an occurrence of the term f(z).  
Such i obviously exists since f(z) does not occur in so and occurs in sn. Then, 
evidently, viOi ~-. z. Hence, G p contains two equations of the form f ( z  k) = f (a .  a) 
and z = f (a .  a). It is easy to see that 
CL(P) = CL({( f (a .  a)) m = (f(a.  a)) n I m,n  > 1}). 
Hence, for no term t we have both ( f(t  k) = f (a .  a)) • CL(P) and (t = f (a .  a)) • 
CL(P). By soundness of SLDEt-resolution [7], there is no refutation for G ~ and P. 
Hence, there is no refutation for : -  f (x .  x) = f (x .  x) . f(y) and P. 
It is easy to see that there is a correct answer substitution {a/x,a.  ay}. If  
the procedure//Af/:$-E, returned the complete set of ET,-unifiers consisting of one 
substitution or' -- {z.  z/y, z/x}, then G would reduce to : -  f (z .  z) = f(a.  a), which 
has a trivial refutation. However, the substitution cr p, although being equal to 
modulo E~ over {x, y}, is ignored by the fixed procedure/A~f:/:$-E.. Q.E.D. 
There are even more simple examples of the incompleteness of SLDE t-resolution 
based on the fact that the set of all equations E~, from the heads of clauses in P 
is used for generating the complete sets of E-unifiers. For example, consider the 
program 
x=y : -c -~d 
and the goal : -  a = z. There is an obvious correct answer substitution {a/z} for 
this goal. The set {E} is a complete set of unifiers for a and z w.r.t. {x = y, a = b}. 
To prove a = z using instances of x = y, we have to use at least one instance of 
x = y. Then the goal : -  a = z will be reduced to a goal containing c = d which 
has no refutation. 
Our example used in the proof of Theorem 3.1 shows that  SLDEt-resolution 
is incomplete even when we consider a complete set of E-unifiers generated by 
/2AfI~-E, where E is any subset of E~. 
4. F IXPOINT  THEORY 
To analyze the reasons for incompleteness of semantics based on the notion of a 
complete set of E-unifiers, we shall consider several fixpoint semantics for equational 
logic programs. Our results will, in fact, show that the reason for incompleteness 
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in not a particular property of SLDEt-resolution, but rather some very general 
properties of equational logic programs and complete sets of E-unifiers. 
For logic programs without equality, the notion corresponding to complete sets 
of E-unifiers is the notion of a most general unifier. A fixpoint theory in the non- 
equational case based on the notion of a most general unifier has been developed 
in [5] as so-called S-semantics and C-semantics. Both semantics capture some 
properties of computed and correct answer substitutions. 
Instead of dealing with ground atoms, S-semantics and C-semantics deal with 
arbitrary atoms. This allows one to use most general unifiers in the definition of 
the immediate consequence operator. We introduce a definition of an equational 
C-interpretation similar to that of a C-interpretation of [5]. 
Definition 4.1. A C-interpretation is any set of equations of the signature E closed 
under derivability in first-order logic with equality. 
In the definition of C-semantics in [5], it is required that C-interpretations be 
upward-closed, i.e., closed under instances. The upward-closedness is a consequence 
of our definition since the formula s~ = ta is derivable from s = t. 
Below, we shall define a family of immediate consequence operators. In order 
to simplify notation, we change the procedure//N'2:grE in the following way. First, 
we omit the third argument of/6V2;3rE assuming that//M:r~-E returns ubstitutions 
away from all relevant variables. Second,//N'2:3rE will be applied to a set of pairs 
of terms {(sl, t ,>, . . . ,  <sn, tn}} instead of a pair of terms and return a complete set 
of simultaneous E-unifiers for this set. 
A natural generalization of the immediate consequence operator for C-semantics 
based on the complete sets of unifiers is the following: 
Definition 4.2. The immediate consequence operator T~ is defined as follows. For 
any C-interpretation 2:,we have 
T~(~[)~- -CL({sa=ta l  there ares l , . . . , sn , t l , . . . , tn  
such that (s = t :- sl = t l , . . . , sn  = tn) 6 7 ~ 
and a e/AJ~ff.~'Z({(Sl, t l ) , . - . ,  (Sn, tn)})}). 
Proposition ,~. 1. The operator T~ is not monotone. 
PROOF. Let the signature ~ contain a binary function symbol • and two constants 
a, b. Consider two interpretations 2:1 and 312 defined by 
511 ~ CL({(x .y ) .  z = x .  (y. z)}) 
Z2 ~ cn({(x ,  y).  z = x .  (y. z ) ,x .x  = x}). 
Evidently, 2:1 C_ :~2. Consider the program 7~ consisting of one clause 
x=b : -x .a=a.x .  
Then 
= I n >_ i} 
a, = 
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Thus, 
Tt(ht )  = CL({a  n = b in  >_ 1}) 
Tt~(52) = CL({a  = b}). 
We have T¢(ZI) g Q.E.D. 
Besides nonmonotonicity, this natural operator has other unpleasant properties. 
For example, the least C-model of a program P, i.e., CL(P), may be not a fixpoint 
of this operator. Consider the program of Theorem 3.1 consisting of one clause 
v.  v = v :-  v : f (a .  a). Then 
CL(P)  = cn({( f (a ,  a)) m = ( f (a .  a)) '~ I m, n >_ 1}). 
Denote CL(P)  by X. The set consisting of one substitution {( f (a -a) )2 /v} is a 
complete set of 5-unifiers for v = f (a .  a). We can assume that this complete set is 
generated by a procedure/dJffl:hrz so that/AMh$'z({ (v, f (a .a) )})  = {{(f(a.  a))2/v}}. 
By the definition of T~, we have 
T~(:r) = CL({( f (a .  a)) 4 = ( f (a .  a))2}) 
= CL({( f (a .  a)) 2m = ( f (a .  a)) 2~ ] m,n  > 1)). 
Hence, T~ (5) # 5. 
Now we shall introduce an immediate consequence operator having all desirable 
properties. To this end, we change complete sets of E-unifiers in the definition of 
T~ by arbitrary E-unifiers: 
Tp(5) ~ CL({sc~ = ta ] there are S l , . . . , sn , t l  . . . .  ,tn 
such that ( s=t  : - s l=t l , . . . , s~=t~)CP  
and for all i E {1, . . . ,  n} we have (s~a = tier) E Z}). 
An operator T on a complete lattice L is called w-continuous iff for every infinite 
- -  . . .  ~l  ~J O3 
sequence a0 C al C_ of elements of L, we have (Ui=0 ai) : U~=0 T(ai) .  (This 
property is called continuity by some authors, e.g., [1].) 
Theorem 4.1. The operator Tv is monotone and w-continuous. There is the least 
fixpoint 5 of Tv such that 5 = [-Ji~0 5~, where 
~o ,-~-- { t= t ] t C T~} 
Zi+l ~- T7,(5~). 
In addition, (s = t) c 5 iff P F- s : t. 
PROOF. Monotonicity isobvious. Let us prove the w-continuity of Tp. Let ,70 C 271 C 
...  be a family of C-interpretations. We have to prove that Tp(U~e ~ ~)  = Uie~ TT, (Ji). 
The inclusion T~,(Uie~ )  D_ [-J~e,~ Tp(~)  is straightforward bymonotonicity. 
We prove the inclusion T1,(Uie,~ Js) c [J,ew T~,(27i). Denote Uie~ 27i by 27. Suppose 
(s = t) E T~,(,7). By the definition of T~ and by compactness, there are clauses in T' 
s i  = t l  : -  s l  = t l , . . . ,41  = 
1 1 k~ k~ 
Sn =tn  : -  S n =t  n , . . . , s  n =t  n 
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and substitutions a l , . . . ,an  such that {sia l  = t la l , . . . , sna ,  = than} K s = t 
and J~- sJ~i = tiai,J for all i E {1, . . . ,n}  and j E {1, . . . ,k i}.  By compactness, 
there are interpretations J i~, . . . ,  Ji, such that Ji~ U . . .  U Ji, K s~a~ = t~,  for all 
i e {1 , . . . ,n}  and j  e {1,. . . ,k i}.  Def inem.~- max(/1, . . . , i l ) .  Then (s = t) e 
The rest of the claim is proven by standard arguments using the w-continuity 
(see, e.g., [11). Q.E.D. 
For technical reasons, we define here one more operator not based on the com- 
plete sets of E-unifiers. This operator was introduced in [14]. Let, for any C- 
interpretation ~,
K~( : / : )~CL(~U{sa=ta l  there ares l , . . . , sn , t l , . . . , tn  
such that (s = t : -  sl = t l , . . . , sn  = tn) E P 
and for all i E {1,.. .  ,n} we have (sia =t ia )  EZ}). 
This operator is by definition inflationary, i.e., it has the property Z C_ K~(Z).  
The following result was claimed in [14]: 
Theorem 4.2. The operator Kv  is monotone and w-continuous. 
fixpoint I of K~ such that I = Ui=o i, where 
Zo ~ {t = t l t E T~ } 
z~+l ~ K.(Z~). 
In addition, (s = t) E ~ if] P ~- s = t. 
There is the least 
PROOF. Similar to that of Theorem 4.1. 
We introduce another operator based on the complete sets of E-unifiers. 
Definition 4.3. The immediate consequence operator T I  t is defined as follows. For 
any C-interpretation I, we have 
T i t ( z )  ~ CL(ZU {s(r = t~ I there are s l , . . . , sn , t l , . . . , tn  
such that (s = t : -  Sl = t l , . . . , sn  = t~) C P 
and ~ e WVz~({<sl, t l ) , . . . ,  <sn,t~/})}). 
Note that T It is, by definition, inflationary. This operator has all standard 
properties: 
Theorem 4.3. The operator T I  t is monotone and w-continuous. There is the least 
fixpoint Z of T I  t such that Z = [.J~=o Zi, where 
Zo ~- {t = t l t e T~ } 
In addition, (s -= t) E Z if] P [- s = t. 
PROOF. We prove that for every C-interpretation Z, we have T i t (z )  = K7,(2:) and 
then apply Theorem 4.2. 
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It is evident hat T~t(z )  c K~,(Z). Let us prove K~,(Z) C_ Ttptcz ). Let (s = t) c 
K~,(:2). By compactness, there is a finite number of substitutions a l , . . . ,  an and a 
finite number of clauses in P 
$1 =t i  :- sl =t l , . . . ,Sk l  
1 1 kn k,~ 
Sn = tn  : -  8 n = tn , . . . ,S  n = t n 
such that ZU {Sia I . . . . .  t la l , . .  , Sna n tnan} F- s t and Z t- sJiai t ij ai, for all 
i E {1, . . . ,  n} and j E {1, . . . ,  k~}. By the definition of a complete set of unifiers, 
there are substitutions 01,. . . ,  On such that for all i c {1, . . . ,  n}, we have 
1. 0i E/2Af2:grz({ls 1 tl~ Is ki t ~ l / -  \ i '  i /~ ' ' ' ' \  I ~ ~, / J / '  
2. 0~ ___z ai. 
From 2, it follows that for all i E {1, . . . ,  n}, we have :r, siO~ = tiOi F- siai  = tia~. 
Hence, ZU {s101 = t101 , . . . ,  snOrt = tnOn} ~- S = t. By  the definition of T¢ t, we 
have (siO~ = tiOi) C T~tt(Z).Hence, gUTt~t(g)  b s = t. From Z C Tptt(z), we get 
T¢t (g)  f- s = t. Since T~t(z )  is closed under derivability, we have (s = t) E T~ tt 
(Z). Q.E.D. 
The following table summarizes the properties of operators introduced in this 
section: 
Operator E-unifiers used Inflationary Complete 
T~ complete sets of E-unifiers no no 
Tp all E-unifiers yes yes 
Kp all E-unifiers yes yes 
T~ t complete sets of E-unifiers yes yes 
By completeness of an operator T here, we understand the fact that a fixpoint of 
the corresponding operator constructed as a limit of Tn(0) gives us the least model 
of the program. 
As can be seen from the table, the operators that define a complete semantics 
are either by definition inflationary (K~, and T~ t) or based on all E-unifiers which 
makes them inflationary (Tp). For an operator T defined by a program P, we 
call T-consequences of level n the atoms T'~(0). Inflationary semantics allow one 
to use T-consequences of all levels < n to derive T-consequences of level n + 1 
since Ti(0) C_ Tn(0) for all i < n. Noninflationary semantics only allow us to use 
consequences of level n. Operational semantics that generalize SLD-resolution to 
equational logic programs based on complete sets of E-unifiers only deal with one 
level of consequences at a time, which seems to be a reason for their incompleteness. 
For well-behaved programs, all equations that are consequences of the program P 
are immediately available at every level, which makes SLDEt-resolution complete 
for this class of programs [7]. It seems that the way to define a complete operational 
semantics for equational logic programs based on complete sets of E-unifiers is to 
tse an inflationary semantics. 
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